Response to Reviewers
Reviewer #1
General Comments from Reviewer #1

We appreciate the reviewer’s constructive recommendations on how to improve the clarity,
length and structure of the manuscript. We have moved the four histograms originally in the
Supplementary Information (Figures S1, S4, S8 and S11) into the main paper to improve clarity
so that the reader does not have to refer to the SI section to see the histograms. These histograms
illustrate important conclusions in the paper, particularly the model improvement for the higher
percentile concentration bins. In the TOLU section, we have removed Figure 2, as it can be
discussed in a few words. In the OA section, we have removed Figure 8 and its discussion
because it is a complex figure and can have multiple interpretations. Removing these two figures
and related discussion will help to shorten the manuscript. Table S1, comparing the VOC
speciation profiles, has been moved from the SI to the main paper to help clarify the text, now
labelled as Table 2.
We have modified the paragraph describing the VOC chemical speciation profiles as follows:
“Depending on whether bitumen extracted from the oil sand is upgraded on site or not, the OS
mining facilities can be classified into two broad types: (1) integrated extraction and upgrading
facilities (Suncor Millenium/Steepbank, Syncrude Mildred Lake, and CNRL Horizon) and (2)
extraction-only facilities (Shell Canada Muskeg/Jackpine, Syncrude Aurora North, and Imperial
Oil Kearl). Table 2 shows a comparison of the CEMA plant-specific VOC speciation profiles
used in the base case for the two types of OS plants compared with two standard VOC speciation
profiles for petrochemical facilities (#9012 “Petroleum Industry – Average”, #0316 “Fugitive
Emissions, Pipe/Valve Flanges”) that were used by SMOKE to speciate more than half of the
refinery emissions in the Houston area, the largest petrochemical processing cluster in the U.S.
There are significant differences between the base-case OS plant VOC speciation profiles and
the two commonly used standard oil refinery standard profiles. The OS integrated extraction and

upgrading plant profiles are higher in long-chain alkenes, toluene, and other aromatics than the
standard oil refinery profiles, while the extraction-only OS plant stack profile has the highest
long-chain alkane fraction. The two standard oil refinery profiles used in the base-case and
revised-case simulations (for speciating U.S. and Canadian refinery emissions) have higher lessreactive species (e.g. propane, acetylene) and higher formaldehyde (profile #9012), than both the
CEMA OS plant profiles. Note also that these differences in relative fractions result in
substantial differences in the absolute emissions of certain groups of VOCs between the standard
profiles for oil refineries and the facility-specific oil sand profiles. For reference, the aircraftmeasurement-derived facility-specific VOC speciation profiles used for four OS facilities in the
revised-emissions case are presented in Zhang et al. (2018). The aircraft-measurement-derived
profiles in Zhang et al. (2018), and used here for the revised case, are composite profiles since
they encompass plant, tailing pond and mining emissions. As such, they are not appropriate for
comparison with the profiles in Table 2, which are specific to plant emissions.”
Table 2. Facility-specific VOC speciation profiles (mass fractions) applied to the surface
mining facilities in the Athabasca oil sands region compared to standard speciation profiles
for Canadian and U.S. petrochemical oil refineries (in ADOM-II chemical speciation). Data
are based on Zhang et al. (2018) and references therein. All four profiles are used in the
base case simulation.
Species
Shell M/J,
Syncrude ML, CEPS
SPECIATE
Syncrude AN, Suncor,
Database
Database
Imperial Kearl CNRL
Standard
Standard
Base-Case
Base-Case
Profile #9012 Profile #0316
Plant Profile
Plant Profile
for Oil
for Oil
(CEMA)
(CEMA)
Refineries in
Refineries in
Base Case
Base Case*
EC38 (Propane,
Benzene,
0.0
0.0
0.247
0.176
Acetylene)
EA3 (Alkane
≥C4)

0.90

0.71

0.623

0.781

EA2 (Alkene
≥C3)

0.007

0.069

0.031

0.002

0.001

0.057

0.005

0.008

0.0003

0.099

0.003

0.003

0.00001

0.0003

0.110

0.0

ETOL (Toluene
and other
monoaromatics)
EARO (Multifunctional
aromatics)
EHCO
(Formaldehyde)

Columns do not add up to unity due to “unaccounted for” or “unassigned” species and/or due to
consideration of reactivity weighting for the ADOM-II mechanism.
*Refinery Profile #9012 is a profile from the Canadian Emissions Processing System (Moran,
M.D., M.T. Scholtz, C.F. Slama, A. Dorkalam, A. Taylor, N.S. Ting, D. Davies, P.A. Makar, S.
Venkatesh, An Overview of CEPS1.0: Version 1.0 of the Canadian Emissions Processing
System for Regional-Scale Air Quality Models. In Proc. 7th AWMA Emission Inventory Symp.,
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, Air & Waste Management Association, Pittsburgh, Oct.
28-30, 1997.)
As recommended by the reviewer, we have also added a table quantifying the changes to total
facility emission rates between the base case and the revised run. This table enables a reader to
see the changes in total species emission rates for each facility without needing to refer to the SI
to see the 4 emission change maps (Figures S2, S5, S9, S12 in original manuscript). Below is the
new table.
Table 1. Facility total emission rates for three lumped organic species and PM2.5 calculated
with the bottom-up, base case inventory, CEMA facility-specific VOC profiles (labeled
Base Case) and the top-down measurement-derived rates (labeled Revised Emission case,
scaled to tonnes/year for VOCs or tonnes/Aug&Sept for PM2.5). Emission rate
increase/decrease of more than ±500 tonnes compared to base case is shown in red/blue.
Suncor – M/S
Syncrude - ML Shell – MR/J
CNRL - Horizon
Base
Revised
Base
Revised
Base
Revised
Base
Revised
Species
Case

Emissio
n
Case

Case

Emissio
n Case

Case

Emission
Case

Case

Emission
Case

486
1,112
806
1,539
6.8
72
135
393
MonoSubstituted
Aromatics
(TOLU)
1,457 1,569
5,273 1,696
746
88
1,125 500
MultiSubstituted
Aromatics
(AROM)
5,636 13,488 12,34 10,022 1,690 14,384
2,651 23,779
Long Chain
8
Alkanes
(ALKA)
1251
2537*
1021
3648*
459
2423*
402
1015*
Particulate
Matter (PM2.5)
* based on 2-month emission (Aug&Sept) rather than based on annual estimate (Zhang et al.,
2018)
We have added the following text to the emissions description in Methods section of paper to
discuss this new table:
“Table 1 compares the facility emission rates for four species for the base case and revisedemissions case. The changes are not consistent from species to species and are not uniform
across facilities. For example, the ALKA species showed a large decrease for one facility but

increases for the other facilities. Likewise, for a given facility, some species showed increases
and some species showed decreases. The SI includes emission difference maps for the oil sand
region (absolute and relative differences) showing the spatial distribution of changes. The
changes are largest over the surface mines and tailing ponds. The revised PM2.5 emissions in
Table 1 are derived only for summer months (sum of August and September) due to the
uncertainties in extrapolating measurement-based dust emissions to other seasons (Zhang et al.,
2018)”
Specific Comments from Reviewer #1

1) Title: recommend signaling the improvements in the title.
We have changed the title to emphasize the improvements resulting from the work: “Improved
Air Quality Predictions using Measurement-Derived Organic Gaseous and Particle Emissions in
a Petrochemical-Dominated Region”.
2) Abstract: has too many methodological details including a reference to an accompanying
paper.
We have removed some of the methodological detail in the abstract, as well as removing the
references since they are already in the Methodology section. The abstract has been reduced
from 447 words to 346 words. It now reads as follows:

“This study assesses the impact of revised volatile organic compound (VOC) and organic aerosol
(OA) emission estimates in the GEM-MACH (Global Environmental Multiscale‒Modelling Air
Quality and CHemistry) chemical transport model on air quality predictions for the Athabasca oil
sands region in Northern Alberta, Canada. The first emissions dataset that was evaluated (basecase run) makes use of regulatory-reported VOC and particulate matter emissions data for the
large oil sands mining facilities. The second emissions dataset (sensitivity run) uses total facility
emissions and speciation profiles derived from box-flight aircraft observations around specific
facilities. Large increases in some VOC and OA emissions in the revised-emissions data set for
four large oil sands mining facilities and decreases in others were found to improve the modeled
VOC and OA concentration maxima in facility plumes, as shown with the 99th percentile statistic
and illustrated by case studies. The results show that the VOC emission speciation profile from
each oil sand facility is unique and different from standard petrochemical-refinery emission
speciation profiles used for other locations in North America. A significant increase in the
correlation coefficient is reported for the long-chain alkane predictions against observations
when using the revised emissions based on aircraft observations. For some facilities, larger long
chain alkane emissions resulted in higher secondary organic aerosol production, which improved
OA predictions in those plumes. Overall, the use of the revised emissions data resulted in an
improvement of the model mean OA bias; however, the decrease in OA correlation coefficient
and a remaining negative bias suggests the need for further improvements to model OA
emissions and formation processes. The weight of evidence suggests that the top-down emission
estimation technique helps to better constrain the fugitive emissions in the oil sands region,
which are a challenge to estimate given the size and complexity of the oil sands operations and
the number of steps in the process chain from bitumen extraction to refined oil product. This
work shows that the top-down emission technique may help to constrain bottom-up emission
inventories in other industrial regions of the world with large sources of VOCs and OA.”
3) Lines 32-33: Not a clearly stated point.
We changed the wording of line 32-33. The new text is as follows: “For some facilities, larger
long-chain alkane emissions resulted in higher secondary organic aerosol (SOA) production,
which improved OA predictions in those plumes.”
4) Lines 27-40: Not appropriate for abstract.
We have removed the statement of future work in the abstract (lines 37-38) to focus and shorten
abstract. We discuss IVOCs and future work in the Discussion section of manuscript.
5) Line 67,69: Use reference and not url.
We have removed the URLs and added references for the Canadian and U.S. national pollutant
inventories as follows:
Government of Canada, Notice with respect to the substances in the National Pollutant Release
Inventory for 2018 and 2019, Canada Gazette Part I, Vol. 152, No. 3, pp. 129-172, ISSN 14946076, Ottawa, January 20, 2018.

Office of the Federal Register National Archives and Records Administration, Protection of
Environment, Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40, Parts 50 to 51, Special Edition of the
Federal Register, U.S. government publishing office, Washington, DC 20402–0001, July 1,
2015.
6) Lines 121-124: Seems out of place here.
The discussion on lines 121-124 in the original manuscript is already in the Methodology
section, so it is redundant. We have removed the lines from the Introduction to shorten the
manuscript.
7) Line 151: Consider using titles: Emissions, Modeling, Observations.
We have added the subtitles as recommended for 2.1 Emissions, 2.2 Modeling and 2.3
Observations.
8) Line 177-193: Nomenclature is inconsistent and confusing between paragraphs and between
the text and supplemental table. Line 179: missing “(2)” after “and”.
We have added more descriptive words to clarify the paragraph on chemical speciation profiles
(discussed above in addressing general comments). We added the “(2)” text.
9) Line 187: “Other profiles” could include “integrated extraction and upgrading”, but I am
pretty sure you mean the base-case profiles.
We have modified the text to the VOC speciation profile paragraph, as described above in
general comments. The “Other profiles” refers to the standard profiles used to speciate oil
refineries in other parts of North America.
10) Line 260-264: Bias as a function of magnitude is very important considering how your data
is being used. It is not uncommon to have a few points deriving the relationship. In addition, the
std error in slopes should be reported and used in your analysis.
We are deriving a relationship to calculate equivalent observed lumped VOC species to compare
to the same model lumped VOC species. We performed a series of linear fits to transform the
PTR-MS measured VOC species (e.g. ethyl benzene vs. toluene). We agree that the standard
error on slopes can provide the reader more information on robustness of the correlations. We
have added this information, m=0.376±0.006 (for ethyl benzene vs. toluene) and
m=0.0652±0.0008 (for propyl benzene vs toluene). We have also added the y-intercepts and
their standard error, b=0.033±0.006 ppbv (for ethyl benzene vs toluene) and b=0.0011±0.0008
ppbv (for propyl benzene vs. toluene). In the linear correlation plots, there are not have a few
points deriving the entire relationship. The approach of using the chemical speciation from the
canister data (e.g. ethyl benzene) and correlating against a fast time tracer in the PTR-MS data
(e.g. toluene) is published in Li et al., (2017).
11) Line 276: Since you will apply a similar approach to AROM you should discuss it here.

We would prefer to keep the discussion of TOLU and AROM separate for clarity.
12) Line 307: Are you referring specifically to the secondary peak? Or are there other flyover
data?
The secondary peak refers to the second peak “in the figure”. We have added the phrase, “in the
figure” to help clarify.
13) Line 339: Given the inherent uncertainty in this approach, did you perform analyses where
you did not subtract peaks from AROM and instead lumped AROM and TOLU?
We wanted to evaluate the emissions for both TOLU and AROM species since this is how the
aromatics are speciated in the GEM-MACH model. We did not evaluate the sum of
TOLU+AROM.
14) Line 341, 350, 367, 395, 399, 430 and 550: These paragraphs begin by introducing patterns
that a typical reader should not have to see. The over-reliance on the supplement is distracting
and makes the paper hard to read.
We have decided to move the supplemental figures with flight patterns as panels in the
corresponding time series figures in the main section of manuscript, so the reader does not need
to go back and forth to the SI. We have also moved the histograms to the main figures since they
justify a conclusion in the paper.
15) Line 455-457: This statement is made using complex figures and then made clearly later in
Figure 10. Figure 10 succinctly conveys what I believe you were trying to communicate with
Figure 8 and 9. Consider removing 8/9 and associated discussion.
We have removed Figure 8 since it is a complex plot and its interpretation is inconclusive. Figure
9 shows that the model OA bias is improved more for samples that are influenced by
petrochemical combustion, as determined by plotting bias against black carbon measurements.
This is due to under-predictions in OA from petrochemical-related sources in the base case
simulation. The figure also shows that the OA bias is better, but still remains even with the
revised emissions, for the samples influenced by petrochemical sources. This is an important
conclusion of the paper.

Reviewer #2

This manuscript has been accepted for publication in ACP.

Regarding circularity, it is present but it is very indirect. The goal of the paper is to report how
good the model performance can be if we constrain the model with a top-down measurementbased emission data set. Since the two model runs are only different in their emissions, we are
isolating the impact of the new emission data set. Of course, the model results still have
variability compared to observations due to uncertainties in modeling meteorology and
atmospheric dispersion, particularly on the local scale with pollutants still in plumes. We are also
evaluating the spatial and temporal disaggregation of the facility-total emission rates, that is, the
emissions processing step necessary to connect emissions inventories with AQ model input
emissions files. Given all of the uncertainties inherent in the modeling, this study is clear in that
we are just isolating the impact of changing the facility-total emissions rates from bottom-up
inventory estimates to top-down measurement values.
It is not uncommon for models to make use of emissions derived from measurements (and this is
preferred, if the emissions data from inventories are uncertain). For example, Continuous
Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS) measure the SO2 and NOx concentrations from sensors
on tall stacks in Canada and the United States; the stack concentrations and flow rates are then
used to calculate measured-emission rates, which depending on the regulatory environment, may

be reported as hourly emissions or annual totals. It is common for models to use the CEMS
emission data. We note that the use of the new emissions in our study did not result in a perfect
match with measurements downwind – which shows that either those emissions estimates are not
perfect, or (more likely) the remainder of the model processes influencing predicted downwind
concentrations are not perfect. We have added the following paragraph to the Discussion
section, outlining this issue:
“The use of aircraft observations to both derive emissions data and evaluate the subsequent
model evaluations might be taken as circular reasoning. We note first that observation derived
emissions are frequently used in modelling (for example, Continuous Emissions Monitoring
System concentration observations are used to generate emissions data for large stack emitters),
and second, that the emissions are only one component of the overall modelling system. An
improvement in the simulated VOC concentrations using observation-based emissions is only
guaranteed if the emissions dominate the net model error. While our results show that the new
emissions information does improve model performance, the results using that new data are not
perfect, indicating other sources of error are contributing to the overall model performance.”

This work is one of several research studies underway at ECCC to try to understand and
constrain the potential causes of the observed negative bias in OA formation near the oil sands
and elsewhere. Here, we are not saying that all the OA formation can be explained with the
revised VOC and POA emissions, rather, that the updates in the emissions of VOC precursors
lead to some improvements in the overall OA performance, and hence constrain the improvement
which might be expected through further work, for example, on the IVOC part of OA formation.
The aircraft measurements are mostly from facility box flights, as emissions characterization was
the primary goal of the first Oil Sands study. There were only 3 Lagrangian transformation
flights out of a total of 21 flights. One of the drawbacks of the 2013 study was that the gaseous
IVOC and SVOC species were not explicitly measured by the aircraft – hence the findings in
Nature were not confirmed by observations; rather, the modelling carried out for that paper was
used to show the levels of IVOC and SVOC required to account for the missing OA mass. A
follow-up measurement study, with instrumentation specifically designed to estimate the IVOC
and SVOC, both in the gas-phase and particulate phase, has just been completed (final flights on
July 5th, 2018). In preparation for the data from that study, and to further close the OA formation

budget, we have asked here “To what extent may the deficit in OA be due to inaccurate
emissions and speciation for VOCs and primary particulate matter?” The best approach to
simulate relative IVOC contributions to SOA formation is the topic of a research project in
progress by a PhD student in Dr. Stroud’s group and will use the new 2018 observation data set.
Also, while the measurement-derived emissions are missing the gaseous IVOCs and SVOCs, the
measurement-derived POA emissions may contain some IVOCs and SVOC species that react
quickly in one oxidation step and condense onto particles. This rapid SOA mass produced would
be measured by the box flights and, at least partially, accounted for in the updated OA emissions;
however labeled here as POA instead of fresh SOA. In this paper, we have tried to minimize this
effect by examining the model performance in the “near field” from emission flights close to
facilities (assuming 5-km distance from emission source to aircraft box location and 3m/s wind
results in 0.5 hr transport time). This is a short time, but not so short that some reactive precursor
gases could form SOA. This will be the topic of future box modelling work with the new 2018
measurement-derived gaseous IVOC and SVOC emissions to determine how much of the
measurement-derived POA is derived from the fugitive open-pit mining IVOC and SVOC
emissions and their rapid particle formation.
In our current work, we see the model is under-predicting the aged background organic aerosol
over the boreal forest (outside of plumes when the SO2 and NOx are low). This is an independent
issue from the oil sand emissions. Ongoing work by Dr. Stroud’s PhD student is showing that
this requires an update to the biogenic SOA yield parameters. In this current work, we do not
focus on updating the biogenic VOC emissions, rather just the anthropogenic VOC and OA
emissions from the facilities, as this was the manuscript goal.
We have added a Discussion section to the manuscript where these issues and future
recommendations are discussed. The Discussion section and Conclusion section are as follows:
4.0 Discussion
The improvement in model PM1 OA mean bias due to the use of the revised emissions is
encouraging; however, the decrease in correlation coefficient suggests that the spatial allocation
of PM1 emissions may need further refinement. The remaining negative bias suggests that other
important processes may be missing or under-represented in the model. Three recommendations
emerge from recent publications and this current work:
4.1 SOA Formation from Fugitive IVOC Emissions
Recent publications suggest that fugitive intermediate volatile organic (IVOC) emissions
from the OS open-pit mines are needed to represent SOA formation downwind of the OS region
(Liggio et al., 2017). In our emissions revision, only a small portion of the IVOCs (dodecane
C12) were available in the VOC speciation – these were lumped into the long-chain ALKA
lumped species. IVOC species with carbon number ≥13 were not measured by the Li et al.,
(2017) aircraft study of 2013 and thus we do not have revised IVOC emissions included in this
work. Furthermore, the ALKA lumped species has an SOA yield more representative of a lower
molecular-weight range, and the yield is known to increase with increasing carbon number, so
the dodecane contribution would be underestimated as simulated here. Work is currently
underway with GEM-MACH to implement a Volatility Basis Set (VBS) approach to SOA

formation. The VBS approach will more adequately represent the intermediate and semi-volatile
volatility range and chemical aging of these lower volatility compounds (Robinson et al., 2006).
Future work will incorporate new IVOC emissions estimates from 2018 box flights around the
oil sand facilities and the open-pit mines. This will help remove current uncertainties in the
models and likely help improve the negative OA bias in plumes. Implementing the VBS scheme
will also enable the PM emissions used here (in both emission data sets) to be distributed into
volatility bins.
Also, while the measurement-derived emissions are missing the IVOCs, the measurementderived POA emissions may contain some gaseous VOCs, IVOCs and SVOC species that react
quickly and in one oxidation step yield products that condense onto particles. This rapid SOA
mass produced would be measured by the box flights and, at least partially, accounted for in the
updated OA emissions; however labeled here as POA instead of fresh SOA. Furthermore, there
is the potential for double counting if some of the very reactive gaseous precursors react to form
SOA and this is accounted for in the measured POA. In this paper, we have tried to minimize this
effect by examining the model performance in the “near field” from emission flights close to
facilities. This will be the topic of future box modelling work with the new 2018 measurementderived IVOC and SVOC emissions to determine how much of the measurement-derived POA is
derived from the fugitive open-pit mining IVOC and SVOC emissions and their rapid particle
formation.
4.2 Background Organic Aerosol Levels
The under-prediction in background OA was a general finding from the study. The cause is
believed to be due to underestimated biogenic SOA, due to the lumping of biogenic monoterpene
emissions into the anthropogenic ALKE model species, and to the lack of a speciated
representation of other biogenic SOA precursors such as sesquiterpenes. Future work will update
the biogenic SOA yield coefficients using the VBS approach and recent smog chamber results
which account for gas-phase loss of organic species to chamber walls (Ma et al., 2017).
4.3 Spatial Allocation of Emissions
Future field studies should also focus on improving within-facility spatial allocation of PM
emissions. For example, within-facility data such as the GPS location of the mining trucks
would be helpful to derive their activity diurnal profiles and to improve truck emission spatial
allocation within a facility. The GPS data would also be useful to define the location of freshly
excavated open-pit mines within a facility to spatially allocate IVOC emissions.
4) Conclusions
Overall, the weight of evidence suggests that the top-down emission estimation technique
applied to the OS surface mining facilities helps to better constrain reported facility-total organic
emissions, as shown here by improved model predictions when the revised emissions are
employed. We note that emissions from these sources are a challenge to calculate in bottom-up
inventories due to the potential for fugitive emissions. For the mono- and multi-substituted
aromatics (TOLU and AROM), the revised emission rates from facilities were more fine
adjustments, as some facility totals increased and some decreased and the overall biases
compared to observations improved for AROM but degraded for TOLU. However, the model’s
ability to predict very high aromatic concentrations in plumes improved with the revised
emissions, as shown by the 99th percentile statistic and the case studies. For the long-chain

ALKA species, the revised emissions may have over-corrected, on average, as shown by the
increase in mean bias for the entire aircraft data set. However, the correlation coefficient did
improve significantly for the long-chain alkane predictions, suggesting the combination of alkane
emission increases for some facilities and decreases for others helped to improve the spatial
distribution of ALKA emissions. The results for some facilities suggest that further improvement
could be achieved by putting more emissions at extraction processing plant locations (i.e.,
adjusting within-facility spatial allocation). Interestingly, the alkane emission increases, derived
from aircraft data, were associated with the facilities that use paraffinic solvents for bitumen
extraction (Shell Muskeg/Jackpine and Syncrude Aurora North; Li et al., 2017). Overall, the
predictions of alkanes in high concentration plumes improved with the revised emission data set,
as shown by the 99th percentile statistic.
For PM1 organic aerosol, the revised emissions improved the mean bias for predictions;
however, a negative bias still exists and the improvement was associated with a decrease in
correlation coefficient. The increase in predicted PM1 OA concentration was largely due to the
increase in POA emissions in the revised emissions input files. The POA emissions increased
because of a combination of larger measurement-derived PM1 emissions and the revised groundobserved PM speciation profile having a larger POA fraction. The increase in PM1 POA
emissions were largely allocated spatially to stack locations and this allocation may be a key
factor in the degradation of the correlation coefficient, especially if the fine OA actually
originates from mine-face fugitive emissions. Future work should focus on improving withinfacility spatial allocation of emissions. The remaining negative bias in plumes likely stems from
missing IVOC emissions in both the data sets used here, as suggested in Liggio et al. (2015).
Ongoing field work to measure the IVOC emissions using aircraft box flights is underway in a
new 2018 measurement intensive. Upcoming modelling work with GEM-MACH will include the
VBS approach to better represent the lower volatility compounds.

Reviewer 1 made similar comments and we have taken both sets of comments to heart. We have
shortened the abstract to one paragraph, removing the references to other work and removed
some technical description. The paper text is also shorter than the original. We have modified
the figures as described in our response to Reviewer 1 (removed 2 figures and moved some SI
figures to main section of manuscript for clarity).
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Abstract
This study assesses the impact of revised volatile organic compound (VOC) and organic
aerosol (OA) emissions estimates in the GEM-MACH (Global Environmental Multiscale‒
Modelling Air Quality and CHemistry) chemical transport model on air quality predictions for
the Athabasca oil sands region in Northern Alberta, Canada., driven with two different emissions
input datasets, using observations from the 2013 Joint Oil Sands Monit
oring (JOSM) intensive field study. The first emissions dataset that was evaluated (base-case
run) makes use of regulatory-reported VOC and particulate matter emissions data for the large
oil sands mining facilities. in northeastern Alberta, Canada, while Tthe second emissions dataset
(sensitivity run) uses total facility emissions and speciation profiles derived from estimates based
on box-flight aircraft observations around specific facilities. (Li et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2017)
and a mass-balance analysis (Gordon et al., 2015) to derive total facility emission rates. The
preparation of model-ready emissions files for the base-case and sensitivity run is described in an
accompanying paper by Zhang et al. (2017).
LThe large increases in some VOC and OA emissions in the revised- emissions data set for
four large oil sands mining facilities and decreases for others were found to improve the modeled
VOC and OA concentration maxima in facility plumes from these facilities, as shown with the

99th percentile statistic and illustrated by case studies. The results show that the VOC emission
speciation profile from each oil sand facility is unique and different from standard
petrochemical-refinery emission speciation profiles used for other regions in North America. A
significant increase in the correlation coefficient is reported for the long-chain alkane predictions
against observations when using the revised emissions based on aircraft observations. For some
facilities, larger long chain alkane emissions resulted in higher secondary organic aerosol
production, which improved OA predictions in those plumes. A feedback between larger longchain alkane emissions and higher secondary organic aerosol (SOA) concentrations was found to
be significant for some facilities and improved OA predictions for those plumes. Overall, tThe
use of the revised emissions data resulted in a large an improvement of the model mean OA bias;
however, the decrease in OA correlation coefficient and a remaining negative bias suggests the
need for further improvements to model organic aerosol OA emissions and formation processes.
Including intermediate volatile organic compound (IVOC) emissions as precursors to SOA and
spatially allocating more PM1 POA emissions (primary organic aerosol of 1.0 μm or less in
diameter) to mine-face locations are both recommended to improve OA bias and correlation
further. A systematic bias in the background OA was also predicted on most flights, likely due to
under-predictions in biogenic SOA formation. Overall, tThe weight of evidence suggests that the
top-down emission estimation technique helps to new aircraft-observation-derived organic
emissions help to better constrain better the fugitive organic emissions in the oil sands region,
which are a challenge to estimate given the size and complexity of the oil sands operations and
the number of steps in the process chain from bitumen extraction to refined oil product. in the
creation of bottom-up emission inventories. This work shows that the use of facility-specific
emissions, based on direct observations, rather than generic emission factors and speciation

profiles can result in improvements to model predictions of VOCs and OA. This work shows
that top-down eEmissions estimation techniques, such as those used to construct the inventories
in our study, may therefore may help to constrain bottom-up emission inventories in have
beneficial impacts when applied to other industrial regions of the world with large sources of
VOCs and OA.

1 Introduction
Chemical transport models (CTMs) are useful tools to support clean energy policy decisions
because they can be used to assess the impact of past and future pollutant emission changes on
air quality (e.g., Schultz et al., 2003; Kelly et al., 2012; Rouleau et al., 2013; Lelieveld et al.,
2015). CTMs can also be run in forecast mode with their output being used to support air quality
forecasts (Moran et al., 2010; Chai et al., 2013). CTMs require pollutant emission inputs,
typically at hourly intervals, at the model grid spatial resolution (Dickson and Oliver, 1991;
Houyoux et al., 2003; Pouliot et al., 2012, 2015; Zhang et al., 2017). The pollutant emission
input files are based on the processing of emission inventories compiled for all emission sectors,
usually at some geopolitical spatial resolution (e.g., county, province/state, or country), and may
thus require the application of spatial disaggregation factor fields to allocate emissions to the
model grid. North American emission inventories are typically derived from bottom-up
approaches, where representative pollutant emission factors (e.g., pollutant mass emission per
volume of fuel burned) are multiplied by activity factors (e.g., volume of fuel burned per unit
time). In developed countries, industrial facilities are usually required to report estimates of their
pollutant emissions to national inventories such as the National Pollutant Release Inventory
(NPRI) in Canada ( https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/nationalpollutant-release-inventory.html(Government of Canada, Canada Gazette, 2018) and the

National Emissions Inventory (NEI) in the United States (https://www.epa.gov/air-emissionsinventories/national-emissions-inventory-nei.html(Office of the Federal Register, Protection of
Environment, 2015). Updates of these inventories occur under a regulatory framework on a
regular basis. However, reporting requirements may be limited to aggregated mass emissions on
an annual basis (e.g., a total bulk mass of VOC emitted rather than a detailed and observationbased emissions of individual speciated VOCs), with the subsequent use of VOC speciation
profiles (splitting factors) to determine the relative contribution of the individual VOCs to the
total VOC emissions. Uncertainties in the availability and assignment of appropriate VOC
speciation profiles, spatial and temporal allocation factors (Mashayekhi et al., 2016), and/or
unaccounted-for emitting activities, result in the need to evaluate the impact of these assumptions
through the comparison of CTM predictions with ambient observations.
The Athabasca region of northeastern Alberta, Canada has one of the largest reserves of oil
sands (OS) in the world. The OS deposits are composed of bitumen, minerals, sand and clay. Oil
sand near the surface is mined by open-pit mining techniques. The oil sand is then transported by
heavy hauler trucks to crushers, followed by the addition of hot water to make the oil sand flow
through pipelines to a bitumen extraction facility. Here, the bitumen is separated from the sand
and clay by the use of organic solvents. The product is either used directly,then upgraded on-site
to crude oil or transported to a remote upgrader facility. Volatile organic compounds from the
bitumen have the potential to escape into the atmosphere as fugitive emissions during the
mining, extraction, processing, or tailing discharge steps. The complexity and vast size of the oil
sands operations make generating pollutant emission input files for CTMs a challenge (Cho et
al., 2012; ECCC & AEP, 2016).

Organic compounds in the atmosphere are oxidized over time and, in the presence of
sufficient levels of oxides of nitrogen, are important precursors to ozone formation (Seinfeld and
Pandis, 1998). VOCs and semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) are also precursors to
secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation (Griffin et al., 1999; Kanakidou et al., 2005;
Robinson et al., 2007; Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008; Slowik et al., 2010; Stroud et al., 2011; Gentner
et al., 2017). If the organic compounds have sufficiently low saturation vapor pressures, then
upon release into the atmosphere they remain particle-bound and are classified as primary
organic aerosol (POA). Many specific organic compounds can also be toxic to human health and
require explicit reporting in emission inventories (Stroud et al., 2016).
The Joint Oil Sands Monitoring (JOSM) program was developed by the federal government
of Canada and the Alberta provincial government with input and consultation from the local
indigenous population and industry stakeholder groups to monitor the potential impacts of
pollutant emissions. During JOSM, tTop-down approaches to estimate emissions based on
atmospheric observations provided a unique opportunity to compare with bottom-up calculated
emissions for the . One such approach has recently been applied for Athabasca OS facilities in
Alberta, Canada (Gordon et al, 2015; Li et al., 2017). The mass-balance approach that was used
is based on using box-shaped aircraft flight patterns around a facility and measuring pollutant
concentrations and meteorological variables (wind speed and direction, air density). In this
approach, the difference in pollutant mass fluxes entering and leaving the box is used to
determine the total facility-wide emission rate, subject to assumptions such as minimal losses
due to chemical oxidation between the emissions location and the nearby aircraft observations.
This emission estimate can then be compared with the reported bottom-up emission total.

The Joint Oil Sands Monitoring Program (JOSM) was developed by the federal government
of Canada and the Alberta provincial government with input and consultation from the local
indigenous population and industry stakeholder groups. Environment and Climate Change
Canada (ECCC)’s chemical transport model, GEM-MACH (Global Environmental Multi-scaleModelling Air quality and CHemistry) is being used in JOSM to assess the impact of current
emissions and future emission changes on local air quality and downwind regional-scale acid
deposition (Makar et al., 2018). Evaluations of the model performance in different
configurations and with respect to other pollutants may be found elsewhere in this special issue
(Makar et al., 2017; Akingunola et al., 2017). In this model study,
Here we make use of both regulatory-inventory-based and aircraft-observation-derivedbased
emissions data for VOCs and primary particulate emissions for six large OS mining facilities as
inputs to GEM-MACH in order to assess the impact of these two different emission data sets
sources of information- on model predictions of VOC concentrations and organic aerosol (OA)
formation. The base-case inventory, which was derived from regulatory reporting, and updates
for point sources, spatial and temporal allocation, and measured top-down, facility-total aircraftmeasurement-based emission rates are described in detail for VOCs in Li et al (2017) and for
particulate matter (PM) in Wang et al. (2015) and Zhang et al. (2017).
2 Methods
The GEM-MACH model uses the ECCC operational weather forecast model (GEM) as the
core operator for dynamics and microphysical processes (Côté et al., 1998a,b; Girard et al.,
2014). GEM-MACH is an “on-line” CTM - the chemistry, vertical diffusion, and pollutant
deposition routines exist as a set of subroutines contained and called from within GEM’s
meteorological physics package (Moran et al., 2010, Makar et al., 2015a,b). The gas-phase
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chemistry scheme is based on the ADOM-II mechanism, originally developed for continental
boundary-layer oxidant formation. The VOC lumped species used in GEM-MACH are described
in Stroud et al. (2008). The focus here is on evaluating volatile aromatic and alkane species of
anthropogenic origin. The aerosol size distribution is described by a 12-bin sectional approach
based on the Canadian Aerosol Module (CAM) (Gong et al., 2003; Park et al., 2011). The SOA
scheme is based on a two-product fit to smog chamber data using the SOA yield equations
derived from gas/particle partitioning theory (Pankow 1994; Griffin et al., 1999; Barsanti et al.,
2013). In the GEM-MACH model’s current SOA formation algorithms, after initial particle
formation, the organic compounds in the particle phase are assumed to be converted rapidly to
non-volatile mass, as observed by recent studies (Cappa and Jimenez, 2010; Cappa et al., 2011;
Lopez-Hilfiker et al., 2016) and recommended by modelling studies (Shrivastava et al., 2015).
However, other recent observation studies suggest that SOA ‘chemical aging’ over hours to days
is quite complex, and involves further gas-phase oxidation and fragmentation reactions (Jimenez
et al., 2009; Donahue et al., 2014), as well as potential particle-phase oxidation and oligomer
reactions (McNeill et al., 2015). The particle oligomer reactions are rapid, often acid-catalyzed,
and can result in conversion to non-volatile mass (Liggio et al., 2005; Kroll et al., 2005). We
discuss below the evidence from this work on the likelihood that these additional missing
processes are still impacting our model organic aerosol bias.
2.1 Emissions
The Canadian base-case emissions were derived from a hybrid inventory targeting 2013 as the
base year, as described by Zhang et al. (20187). This base year was chosen to align with the
JOSM intensive field study period, which provided the observations for the model/observation
comparisons that follow. Canadian emissions for industrial facilities, including the Athabasca OS

mining facilities, were obtained from the 2013 NPRI. The U.S. base-case emissions were
obtained from the 2011 U.S. NEI Version 1 (Eyth et al., 2013).
These base-case, bottom-up emissions inventories were processed with the SMOKE
emissions processing tool (https://www.cmascenter.org/smoke), which includes three major steps
corresponding to spatial allocation, temporal allocation, and chemical speciation (for NOx, VOC,
and PM). The base-case VOC speciation profiles used by SMOKE for the OS surface mining
facilities were obtained from the CEMA (Cumulative Environmental Management Association)
inventory (Davies et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015).
For the sensitivity run, speciated VOC emissions from the base case for four OS mining
facilities (Suncor Millenium/Steepbank, Syncrude Mildred Lake, Shell Canada
Muskeg/Jackpine, and CNRL Horizon) were revised by replacing them with the top-down
emission rates estimated by Li et al. (2017) while primary PM emissions were revised for six oil
sand facilities (Suncor Millenium/Steepbank, Syncrude Mildred Lake, Shell Canada
Muskeg/Jackpine, CNRL Horizon, Syncrude Aurora North, and Imperial Oil Kearl) (Zhang et
al., 20187). The VOC and PM chemical speciation profiles used for these facilities were also
revised using the aircraft-observed VOC speciation (Li et al., 2017) and ground-based PM filter
analysis (Wang et al., 2015), respectively. The set of emissions input files making use of these
revisions is hereafter referred to as the “revised emissions”, while the original emissions input
files without these changes is referred to as the “base-case emissions”. A detailed description of
the development of the emission inventory and emissions processing steps to create the modelready files (hourly gridded emission fields for the same domain and grid spacing as the model)
for the base case and revised version are described in Zhang et al. (20187). Table 1 compares
the facility emission rates for four species for the base case and revised-emissions case. The

changes are not consistent from species to species and are not uniform across facilities. For
example, the ALKA species showed a large decrease for one facility and increases for the other
facilities. Likewise, at a given facility, some species showed increases and some species showed
decreases. The SI section includes figures illustrating the emission difference maps for the oil
sand region (absolute and relative difference) showing the spatial distribution of changes. The
changes are largest over the surface mines and tailing ponds. The revised PM2.5 emissions in
Table 1 are derived only for summer months (sum of August and September) due to the
uncertainties in extrapolating measurement-based dust emissions to other seasons (Zhang et al.,
2018).
Depending on whether bitumen extracted from the oil sand is upgraded on site or not, the OS
mining facilities can be classified into two broad types: (1) integrated extraction and upgrading
facilities (Suncor Millenium/Steepbank, Syncrude Mildred Lake, and CNRL Horizon) and (2)
extraction-only facilities (Shell Canada Muskeg/Jackpine, Syncrude Aurora North, and Imperial
Oil Kearl). Table 2S1 shows a comparison of the CEMA plant-specific VOC speciation profiles
used in the base case for the two types of OS plants facilities compared to two standard VOC
speciation profiles for petrochemical facilities (#9012 “Petroleum Industry – Average”, #0316
“Fugitive Emissions, Pipe/Valve Flanges”) that were used by SMOKE for the base case to
speciate more than half of the U.S. refinery emissions in the Houston area, the largest
petrochemical cluster in the U.S. There are significant differences between the base case OS
plant aircraft-observation-based OS VOC speciation profiles and the two commonly used
standard oil refinery reference profiles. The OS integrated extraction and upgrading plant
facilities profiles are higher in long-chain alkenes, toluene, and other aromatics than the
standardreference profiles, while the extraction-only plant facilities profile hasve the highest

long-chain alkane fraction. The other two standard profiles used for in base case and revised
simulation (for speciating U.S. and Canadian refinery emissions) have higher less-reactive
species (e.g., propane, acetylene) and formaldehyde (profile #9012), than both the CEMA OS
plant profiles. Note also that these differences in relative fractions result in substantial
differences in the absolute emissions of certain groups of VOCs between the standard profiles for
oil refineries and the facility-specific oil sand profiles. For reference, the aircraft-measurementderived facility-specific VOC speciation profiles used for four OS facilities in the revisedemissions case are presented in Zhang et al. (2018). The aircraft-measurement-derived profiles in
Zhang et al. (2018), and used here for the revised case, are composite profiles since they
encompass plant, tailing pond and mining emissions. As such, they are not appropriate for
comparison with the profiles in Table 2, which are specific to plant emissions.
The primary PM emissions from the OS facilities originate largely from off-road heavy-duty
diesel trucks, plant stack emissions, and fugitive and wind-blown dust. The 2009/10 CEMA
inventory was used to specify the tail-pipe emissions from the off-road mining fleet and the 2013
NPRI inventory was used for fugitive road-dust emissions. The base-case inventory did not
include wind-blown dust. For the revised inventory, the PM size distribution was measured
during the 2013 field study for all six facilities and these data were used to constrain the revised
PM emission input data set. Note that the PM emissions estimates based on the aircraft-measured
aerosol data included the contribution of wind-blown dust emissions. The aircraft-based PM
emissions were re-binned for the 12 GEM-MACH PM size bins. The first eight size bins
correspond to mass up to diameter 2.56 µm. Interestingly, the aircraft measured a much higher
fraction of particulate mass in bin 8 (bounded by diameters 1.28 and 2.56 µm) compared to the
mass fraction in bin 8 from the area-source PM size-distribution profiles used by SMOKE in

processing the base-case emissions. In addition, a PM chemical speciation profile specific to OS
fugitive dust emissions was created from an analysis of deposited dust collected from surfaces in
the OS region (Wang et al., 2015); this speciation profile replaced the standard fugitive dust
profile for unpaved roads from the U.S. EPA SPECIATE v4.3 database
(https://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-modeling/speciate-version-45-through-40) in the revised
emissions processing. The resulting organic carbon fraction in the observation-derived PM
speciation profile was higher than that of the base-case emissions by about a factor of 3 (Zhang
et al., 20187). In general, significantly higher POA emissions were observed over the open-pit
mines for all facilities, except for the Imperial Kearl mine. Theis impact of the revised POA
emissions will be discussed further in Section 3.4.
2.2 Modeling
The GEM-MACH model was run in a nested configuration with an outer domain covering the
continental U.S. and Canada and an inner domain covering Alberta and Saskatchewan. The
continental-scale GEM-MACH model (10-km resolution) and the Canada-wide GEM weather
model (2.5-km resolution) were run first. These provided the chemical and meteorological
lateral boundary conditions, respectively, for the high-resolution GEM-MACH 2.5-km resolution
run, which has a domain covering the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan (Figure 1). The
two models providing boundary conditions were run on a 30-hour cycle, of which the first six
hours were spin-up and discarded, while the remaining 24 hours provided boundary conditions
for the 2.5-km GEM-MACH simulation. The initial conditions subsequent to the starting model
simulation for each overlapping 24-hour 2.5-km GEM-MACH simulation came from the end of
the previous 2.5-km GEM-MACH simulation. This strategy was used to allow the two boundary
condition simulations to make use of assimilated meteorological analyses. The sequence of

model simulations was started for August 10, 2013 and run until September 7 to cover the 2013
JOSM intensive field study period.
2.3 Observations
The NRC (National Research Council) Convair two-engine turboprop aircraft was used to
collect air-quality observations during the JOSM 2013 intensive field study. The aircraft was
equipped with a suite of instruments to measure air quality over 22 flights (see Li et al., 2017,
Fig. S1). Most of the flight hours focused on “box” flight paths; these took the aircraft around the
periphery of facilities at different heights, with the goal of deriving facility-wide emission rates
by using observations of chemical concentrations and winds to estimate the mass of pollutants
entering and leaving the box enclosures. Coupled with a mass-conserving flux model (Gordon et
al., 2015), these aircraft data were used to estimate emissions from the encircled facilities.
VOC and PM observations were collected by the instrumented research aircraft using
different technologies. A proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometer (PTR-MS) was used to
measure a select number of VOCs at high temporal resolution (1-sec) (Li et al., 2017). An
aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) was used to measure PM1 mass and non-refractory chemical
composition (Liggio et al., 2016). A Single Particle Soot Photometer (SP2) was used to measure
refractory black carbon aerosol (Liggio et al., 2016). Black carbon is used in our analysis, as a
proxy for transport from open-pit mine-face sources. A number of canisters were filled with
ambient air on each flight and returned to the lab for GC-FID and GC-MS analysis of VOCs (Li
et al., 2017). The canister VOC analysis measured 154 different C2 to C12 hydrocarbons (Dann
and Wang, 1995). Each flight typically filled ~30 stainless-steel canisters. The resulting
observation data were compared to the model output generated as described above. The 2.5-km
GEM-MACH runs used a 120-s chemistry time step; 120-s model output values were linearly
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interpolated in time and space to the aircraft observation locations; all comparisons which follow
make use of the resulting model/observation data pairs for the two simulations.
3 Results and Discussion
We present our evaluation results for four speciesVOC classes: mono-substituted aromatics in
section 3.1; multi-substituted aromatics in section 3.2; long-chain alkane species in section 3.3;
and organic aerosols in section 3.4.
3.1 Toluene and other Mono-Substituted Aromatics (TOLU)
The aircraft PTR-MS measurement data set was averaged to 10-sec intervals for comparison
to the time and spatially linearly interpolated GEM-MACH model output. The interpolated
model grid cell output was extracted along the flight track and interpolated linearly between the
two minute model output intervals along the flight track was merged with the observations to
create a coincident model and‒measurement time series. The model lumped TOLU species
includes toluene and other mono-substituted aromatics with the two most important additional
species being ethyl-benzene and propyl-benzene. Therefore, we must derive an equivalent
observed lumped TOLU species for a comparison. We used all of the canister VOC data from
the field study to create ethyl-benzene vs. toluene and propyl-benzene vs. toluene scatterplots.
The corresponding slope, y-intercept and correlation coefficient for both these plots (not shown)
were as follows: m=0.376±0.006, y=0.0328±0.006, R=0.91 and m=0.0652±0.0008, yintercept=0.0011±0.0008, R=0.90, respectively. Thus, we derived an observed TOLU equal to
the PTR-MS C7 aromatic multiplied by the factor 1.4412 (sum of m=1.0 C7+0.376 C7+0.0652
C7). This new observation-derived TOLU was used in the statistical comparison with model
output TOLU, which follows.

Histograms of mixing ratio were created using the observed TOLU, the revised-emissions
model output, and the base-case model output. Figure 2 S1 illustrates the histograms using 20
mixing-ratio bins and an increment of 0.2 ppbv per bin. It is clear that there are more high values
(>2 ppbv) produced by the sensitivity model run with revised emissions compared to the basecase model run. The number of observations in the highest value bins lies between the results
from the revised and base-case versions. This can be quantified by using the 99% percentile
statistic (obs=1.258 ppbv, revised=1.906 ppbv, base=0.934 ppbv). The 99% percentile means
that 99% of the data points are lower than the value. The median concentration of the
observations (0.061 ppbv) is higher than both the revised (0.038 ppbv) and base-case model
(0.019 ppbv) simulated values, but is closer to the revised version. Table 31 lists other statistical
scores for the TOLU lumped species and the other species considered in this study. The mean
bias goes from a negative value with the base-case run to a positive value with the revised
emissions. There is little difference in the correlation coefficient for the model vs. observation
scatterplot between the base-case and sensitivity run. The changes to the VOC emissions for the
revised-emissions run affected their total mass and speciation, and the observations were made
sufficiently close to the sources that there was little time for oxidation. The main sources for
VOCs are the processing plants, tailing ponds, mine faces, and off-road vehicles and their spatial
allocation (from CEMA, 2010) did not change significantly between the two model-emission
versions. The main differences in the model time series between the two simulations are thus in
magnitude of concentrations, and hence relatively invariant correlation coefficients might be
expected.
Figure S2 illustrates the difference between the 2.5-km TOLU emissions field over the
Athabasca OS mining facilities for the revised-base case as a spatial map for one selected time

(Friday , August, 18Z). The largest increases in the TOLU emission, between the revised and
base case run, are noted for the Syncrude Mildred Lake facility over the tailing ponds and open
pit mine faces. The Table 1 shows the changes shown here reflect net changes on a facility-wide
level. Notable actual and relative increases are also calculated for the Suncor
Millennium/Steepbank and the Canadian Natural Resources Ltd (CNRL) Horizon facilities.
Figure 2 illustrates the correlation between the sensitivity-case TOLU output and the base-case
TOLU output. The flights on August 14 and 24 have the largest TOLU mixing ratios for the
aircraft study, and both flights (blue and green points) correspond to box flights around the
Syncrude Mildred Lake facility. Figure 3aS3 shows the flight path for August 14, color-coded as
a function of the difference between the modelled revised and base-case concentrations. The
background is a satellite map image along with the GEM meteorological model wind barbs
predicted for that day at 16 UTC. The largest differences in the simulated concentrations (1.8
ppbv) correspond to a location just downwind of the Syncrude Mildred Lake open-pit mine, as
expected based on the emission difference map (Figure S12) and the southerly wind direction.
Figure 3b shows the time series for a segment of the August 14 flight corresponding to three
flight boxes at different heights (green dotted line). The observations are plotted as open circles
and the two lines represent the two model results. The model output with the revised VOC
emissions clearly captures the main peak of the TOLU concentrations driven by TOLU
emissions from the Syncrude Mildred Lake facility. The secondary peaks in the figure (a couple
minutes apart from primary peaks) occurs from the aircraft flying over the Suncor
Millennium/Steepbank facility while on the east side of the flight box pattern. The direct flyover
adds uncertainty to the model comparison, as it depends on predicting accurately the early-stage
vertical mixing of the plume from the Suncor facility.

Figure 4 is a time-series segment for August 23 corresponding to a fly-over of the Syncrude
Mildred Lake (earlier peak in time) and Suncor Millennium/Steepbank (later peak in time)
facilities at a constant altitude of 300-magl. Winds were light on this day with variable swings in
direction. A double-peak pattern is observed in both the model and observations with a 1-min
time shift needed to align the peaks. For this fly-over, the magnitude of the peaks is better
represented with the revised emission model version. We note also that the one-minute lag time
of the model peaks illustrates the difficulties in prediction of plume location at high resolution;
this corresponds to an error in the forecast position of the plume of 6 km, or 2.4 of the model’s
grid-cells, given the aircraft’s typical flight speed of 100 m s-1. Small errors in wind direction,
the potential for point sources located near grid-cell boundaries to effectively be re-located to the
grid centroids, as well as directional errors in the forecasted winds, can contribute to these offsets
between observed and simulated concentration peaks.
For the TOLU lumped species, the overall statistical scores change from a small negative bias
to a small positive bias with little change in correlation coefficient, which may be controlled in
part by the meteorological model accuracy as noted above. However, for the locations where the
absolute difference in emissions has changed the most, (see Fig. S2), the model time series for
the revised emissions shows improvement and this is reflected in the improvement in the slope
statistics in Table 31. The larger deviation between model and observed RMSE for the revised
emissions likely reflects the error in positioning of the plumes inherent in both simulations – in
the revised emissions simulation, the positioning error noted above likely contributes to the
increased RMSE value.
3.2 Multi-Substituted Aromatics (AROM)

The model lumped AROM species includes all multi-substituted aromatics, with the most
important species being the xylene isomers and trimethylbenzene isomers. These two species
match with the PTR-MS C8 and C9 aromatic fragments, respectively. However, the observed C8
aromatic also includes ethyl-benzene and the C9 aromatic also includes propyl-benzene, which
are lumped with TOLU in the model VOC speciation. Thus, we need to subtract these unwanted
species from the totals used to compare to the model lumped AROM species. To do this, we use
their correlation slopes with PTR-MS C7 aromatic from Section 3.1. The new observationderived AROM was calculated from the PTR-MS measurements as follows: C8 + C9 – 0.376 C7
– 0.0652 C7.
Figure 5S4 shows the histograms for the lumped AROM species for 10-sec averaged points
along all the flight tracks. The base model has a large number of high value points (> 2ppbv),
many more than the model simulations with the revised emissions, and also more than the
observations. This can be quantified by using the 99% percentile (obs=0.7607, revised=1.004,
base case=2.302). The median value for the observations is 0.0182 ppbv, smaller than both the
model versions (revised=0.0236 ppbv, base case=0.0466 ppbv), but closer to the model driven by
the revised emissions. Table 31 lists other statistical scores for the AROM lumped species. The
mean bias and RMSE are smaller for the revised emissions run compared to the base case.
However, there is a small degradation in the correlation coefficient with the sensitivity run.
The largest decreases in the AROM emission field between the revised and base case
emissions Figure S5 displays the difference between the 2.5-km AROM emissions field over the
Athabasca OS mining facilities for the revised emissions and base-case emissions. The largest
decreases are again over the Syncrude Mildred Lake facility (refer to Table 1). There were also
notable decreases over the CNRL Horizon and Shell Muskeg/Jackpine facilities, but positive

changes in emissions were noted over the Suncor Millennium/Steepbank facility (refer to Figure
S2 for the emission spatial difference map). Figure 6S6 shows the flight track for the August 23
survey flight, which flew over all the facilities. The background map shows model winds were
light and variable on this afternoon. The flight track is color-coded as a function of the difference
between AROM from the sensitivity-base case. Consistent with the emission changes, negative
difference in ppbv were modelled over Syncrude, Shell, and CNRL and positive differences in
ppbv over Suncor.
Figure 7a5 shows the time series for a segment of the August 23 survey flight over Syncrude
Mildred Lake and Suncor Millennium/Steepbank. The largest maxima are for times over
Syncrude (7:31Z) and, while both runs show an over-prediction in plumes, the sensitivity run
predictions are closer to observations. Panel BFigure 7b is the time series for a short segment
later in the flight for locations over the Syncrude (earlier peak in time) and Suncor (later peak in
time) facilities. For the Suncor maximum, the sensitivity run with revised emissions has a better
prediction for the magnitude of the mixing ratio change.
Figure 8aS7 shows the box flight track on September 3, over and around the which was
focused on quantifying emissions from Syncrude Mildred Lake facility. The flight path also
included some turns over the Suncor Millennium/Steepbank facility. Similar to the August 23
flight, there are negative differences in the predicted AROM mixing ratio between the sensitivity
and base runs over Syncrude and positive differences over Suncor. The decreases in mixing ratio
are as large as 2 ppbv. Figure 8b6 is the time series for a segment of the September 3 flight. The
observed mixing ratios are closer to the predictions from the revised-emissions model run
compared to the base-case run.

In general, from the overall statistics and the case studies, the revised-emissions model run
output for lumped AROM species compares better to observations than the base-case emissions
run, reducing the mean bias by a factor of three, and the RMSE by a factor of two (Table 31),
and giving a better overall performance for the histograms of AROM concentration.
3.3 Long-Chain Alkanes (ALKA)
The long-chain alkanes (C4 to C12) were sampled by filling canisters with ambient air onboard the aircraft. Figure 9S8 presents the histogram for the long-chain alkanes. The mixing
ratios are divided into 20 bins each with a width of 3 ppbv. From the observed histogram, there is
a wide range to the mixing ratios with a small number of very large concentrations, but also the
first bin (0 to 3 ppbv) has a high percentage of the points. The model gas-phase mechanism
represents all higher –carbon-number alkanes by a single lumped species, with chemical and
physical properties derived from C4 to C8 alkanes. The base-case run calculates lower ALKA
mixing ratios than the model version using revised emissions. The model using revised emissions
is much better at reproducing the higher concentration points, particularly above 12 ppbv. This is
quantified by the 99% percentile of the data sets (obs=29.9, base=18.0 revised=24.6). Other
statistics for the lumped ALKA species are shown in Table 31. The mean bias went from a small
negative value to +1.98 ppbv. The slope decreased by a small value, but the y-intercept
increased, which also increased the RMSE for the run with the revised emissions. The
correlation coefficient improved significantly for the model run with revised emissions.
Figure S9 shows the difference in emission rate between the revised emissions and the basecase emissions. Interestingly, tThe revised ALKA emissions are considerably higher for the
CNRL Horizon and Shell Muskeg/Jackpine facilities, but have smaller changes for the other

facilities (refer to Table 1), possibly reflecting differences in the processing activities between
the facilities.
Figure 10a S10 shows the differences between the two model predictions for ALKA at the
observation canister sample locations, for the flight on August 26. On this day, winds were from
the northeast and notably Fort McMurray (further to the south, not shown) had quite poor air
quality. The largest differences in the modelled mixing ratios correspond to observation locations
south of CNRL. Positive differences as large as 20 ppbv were simulated for some points. Figure
10b7 shows the time series for the observations, revised-emissions model results, and base-case
model results for the Aug. 26 box flight around the CNRL Horizon facility. A clear improvement
in ALKA modelling is observed when using the revised emissions for the plume sampled
downwind of the CNRL facility.
There were two other box flights around the CNRL Horizon facility. The flight on August 20
also showed an improvement in ALKA predictions when using the new emission data set.
Winds were from the west on this day. The flight on Sept. 2 showed the opposite trend, with
more of an over-prediction with the revised emissions. Winds were from the north on this day.
The background ALKA on this flight was predicted to be higher for the sensitivity run; however,
the differences in mixing ratio between background and plume were still over-predicted with the
revised emissions and under-predicted with the base emissions.
The other facility that had large increases in ALKA emissions with the revised data was the
Shell Muskeg/Jackpine facility (refer to Table 1 and Fig. S39). Flight 9 on August 21 was a box
flight around the Shell facility. A detailed analysis of this flight showed that for the majority of
the data points on this flight, the model run with the base-case emissions showed the best results,
except for the three highest measured canister samples, where the model run with the revised

emissions performed better. This likely reflects an uncertainty in the spatial allocation maps used
to distribute the emissions with a higher fraction of emissions needed at the point specific
locations.
Overall, the ALKA statistics show mixed improvements associated with the revised emissions
using the entire data set. The correlation coefficient does improve significantly. The large
increases in ALKA emissions for the CNRL facility did improve the model maxima for time
series downwind. The analysis suggests further improvement in spatial allocation for the Shell
facility may be needed. The higher ALKA mixing ratios also feeds back to higher SOA
formation downwind of these facilities, as discussed below.
The use of aircraft observations to both derive emissions data and evaluate the subsequent
model evaluations might be taken as circular reasoning. We note first that observation derived
emissions are frequently used in modelling (for example, Continuous Emissions Monitoring
System concentration observations are used to generate emissions data for large stack emitters),
and second, that the emissions are only one component of the overall modelling system. An
improvement in the simulated VOC concentrations using observation-based emissions is only
guaranteed if the emissions dominate the net model error. While our results show that the new
emissions information does improve model performance, the results using that new data are not
perfect, indicating other sources of error are contributing to the overall model performance.
3.4 Organic Aerosol (OA)
Figure 11 S11 illustrates the histograms for the organic aerosol observations and model
results with base case and revised emissions. A clear improvement is shown in the highest
concentration bins (> 15 µg/m3) with the revised emissions. This can be quantified with the 99th
percentile of the data (obs=13.4 µg/m3, revised=9.3 µg/m3, base=4.9 µg/m3. The median

statistics also improved (obs=2.8 µg/m3, revised=0.84 µg/m3, base=0.70 µg/m3). The lower 5th
percentile is also significantly under-predicted compared to observations and does not change
much between the two model runs (obs=0.49 µg/m3, revised=0.036 µg/m3, base=0.035 µg/m3).
This reflects an under-prediction in the background OA predicted by the model, which is likely
due to too low a level of biogenic SOA formation and aging in both model versions. The
importance of widespread biogenic SOA formation from boreal forests has been reported in
other work (Slowik et al., 2010; Tunved et al., 2006).
The other Additional statistics are presented in Table 31. The mean bias, RMSE and slope all
improve for the revised-emissions run, though the correlation coefficient decreases significantly
for this run. The decrease in correlation suggests that the improved bias may not always be the
result for the right reasons for some points. To investigate this further, this study looked at the
model PM1 OA bias as a function of different observed variables. Figure 8a shows the base-case
model bias as a function of observed PM1 sulfate for individual points. Figure 8a is color-coded
as a function of the model %SOA relative to model OA. There is a trend of increasing negative
bias in model OA in the base case with increasing observed sulfate aerosol. This suggests that air
masses that originate from sources high in SO2 tend to be under-estimated in simulated organic
aerosol. These air masses also tend to have large %SOA in the base model. Figure 8b is the same
plot but for the model run using revised emissions. There are a large number of points that are
relatively high in observed sulfate (>1 µg/m3) that change from a negative OA bias to a positive
OA bias and these points also shift to being dominantly POA in model composition (low %SOA,
blue points). The model output confirms that much of the increase in model OA in the sensitivity
run originates from the increase in primary PM emissions and from the increase in the mass
fraction of that primary PM assumed to be OA (based on Wang et al., 2015). The revised

emissions simulation has less organic aerosol bias at high sulfate loading suggesting that the
improved results are closely linked to model organic emissions co-located with sources of SO2.
To investigate the variability in the OA bias, we plotted the OA bias as a function of different
measured variables. Figure 12 9a is a plot of the OA bias as a function of the observed black
carbon (BC) aerosol for the base-case and sensitivity runs. The BC is a marker for petrochemical
combustion, particularly diesel. For the base-case run, the OA negative bias is observed to
increase in magnitude with observed BC. Points with high observed BC correlate well with
emissions from the OS open-pit mines (Liggio et al., 2017), where the BC is likely emitted from
the heavy-hauler trucks. This The locations with the largest OA bias was were also consistent
with the locations of mines and the transport wind direction. A review of the OS emission
inventories suggest that about 70% of the BC comes from the OS off-road diesel fleet. Including
all points, the mean bias improves from -2.8 to -2.4 (see Table 31) when using the revised
emissions. Figure 129b shows a zoomed plot for points with high observed BC (>0.8 µg/m3).
There is a clear improvement in bias for most of these points. The average bias for these high BC
points improves from -6.8 µg/m3 for the base case to -2.6 µg/m3 for the revised emissions. For
emissions processing the increase in PM emissions was assigned to the processing plants
(particle bin D<1µm) or the surface mines (particle bin D>1µm). Overall, Figure 12 shows that,
while the negative OA bias improves for samples high in BC concentration (i.e. influenced by
petrochemical combustion or collocated with petrochemical combustion sources), there still
remains an unaccounted for negative OA bias. Note that anthropogenic SOA formation should be
minimal for the high BC points close to the emission source, so uncertainties stemming from the
model SOA formation mechanism should be reduced. The revised emissions simulation has less

bias as a function of observed black carbon, suggesting that the improved results are closely
linked to model emissions with similar sources to the black carbon.
Figure 13 10 is a scatterplot of the difference in predicted POA between the revised and basecase emissions runs vs. the difference in predicted total OA. A large fraction of the points fall
along the 1:1 line, and hence for these points the difference between the two runs is almost
completely due to the increased total primary PM emissions, and increased POA fraction of
those emissions, of the revised emissions simulations. The points with largest concentrations
along the 1:1 line correspond to flights over the Syncrude Mildred Lake facility on Aug. 16,
Aug. 23 and Sept. 3. There is a subset of points, however, that lies below the 1:1 line; these
correspond to points with significantly enhanced model SOA between the two runs (Aug. 16
flight over CNRL Horizon and Aug. 21 survey flight over Shell Muskeg/Jackpine).
The focus of the flight on Aug. 21 was an enclosing a box pattern around the Shell
Muskeg/Jackpine facility at different altitudes. The approach to this facility, however, also
included an overpass of the Syncrude Mildred Lake facility. Figure 14ab S13 illustrates the flight
path color-coded as a function of POA difference (revised emissions – base case) and SOA
difference (revised emissions –base case). The corresponding time series for OA observations,
the revised emissions model run, and the base-case emissions model run OA predictions are
shown in Figure 14c1. There is a clear “hot spot” in POA difference in Figure 14S13a located
over the Syncrude Mildred Lake facility. This hot spot corresponds to the first large maxima in
the times series in Figure 14c1 (17:17 UTC). The observations at this time lie between the
predictions from the two model simulations, though the overestimate of the revised emissions
simulation is closer to the observations than the underestimate of the base-case emissions
simulation. The aircraft then entered the box pattern at different altitudes around the Shell

Muskeg/Jackpine facility, and each successive pass around this facility intersected the observed
plume on the north-east corner of the flight box (see hot-spot, Figure 14S13b); the model
predicts that the increase in OA is largely due to SOA (as implied by Figure 13 10), and the
revised-emissions simulation produces peak OA concentrations that are closer to the
observations than the base-case emissions simulation. As is clear from Figure. 14c1, the basecase emissions simulation greatly underestimated the OA relative to observations. In examining
the time series, it is also clear that both model simulations are under-estimating the background
biogenic OA concentrations, by about 0.5 g m-3. The height of the peaks relative to background
is closer to the sensitivity run peaks than the base-case run peaks.
Figure 15aS14 shows the difference between revised-emissions and base-case model OA
predictions for another case study on September 3, for southerly winds with a box flight over the
Syncrude Mildred Lake facility. The flight started and ended with a horizontal zig-zag pattern
with overpasses directly over the facility emissions sources. This corresponds to the initial spikes
in the model in the time series shown in Figure 15b12 (8:30 p.m. UTC). Again, the observed
height of the peaks lies between the model peak heights for the base-case and revised-emissions
simulations. For this flight the background OA concentration is under-predicted by up to 2 µg/m3
by the end of the flight. The background air has more measured oxygenated organic aerosol
(OOA) (Liggio et al., 2015), with an aerosol mass spectra more reflective of laboratory
monoterpene SOA (Han et al., 2017). During the box pattern, the peak heights in the
observations more closely match the base model peaks. The PM1 emission rates derived from
the five box flights around Syncrude Mildred Lake did show more variability than for the other
facilities. The average of five aircraft-derived PM1 emission rates was used to revise the PM1
emissions for Syncrude in the revised emissions data used by the model. Interestingly, the largest

observed OA value was measured in the spiral into the free troposphere near the end of the flight.
There is no corresponding peak in the model at this time. The model peaks again only after the
flight path has dropped into the boundary layer. Note that there was no corresponding increase in
acetonitrile observed in the free troposphere so the source of the elevated OA is not likely from
biomass burning, but may represent long-range transport from other sources.
The last case study is for the survey flight on August 23. Figure 16S15 shows the
corresponding flight path color-coded by POA difference (revised - base case emissions; panel a)
and SOA difference (revised – base-case emissions; panel b). From Figure 16. S15a, we can
again see the local maxima in POA difference between the runs over the Syncrude Mildred Lake
facility. This corresponds to the peaks in time series at 5:50 p.m. UTC (Figure 16c13). The
observed peaks are closer in magnitude to the base-case model peaks at this time. The peak at
7:40 p.m. UTC corresponds to another time later in flight over the same location. The peak in
SOA difference at 6:20 p.m. UTC is downwind of the CNRL Horizon facility (red points in
Figure 16. S15b). The observations show a more broadly spread-out peak at this time than is
predicted by the model, perhaps indicating a greater degree of turbulence or wind variability in
the observations than predicted by the model. Both modelled and observed meteorology had
light wind speeds with a high degree of variability in direction on this day. The variability in the
observed winds at the local Mildred Lake weather station was large on this afternoon with
hourly-averaged wind directions of 40˚, 290˚, 180˚, 20˚, 40˚ from 12-16 UTC and wind speeds
all less than 6 km/hr. These light, variable winds result in a more dispersed nature of the
observed organic aerosol. The peak in observations at 6:25 p.m. UTC is represented well by the
revised model. This corresponds to a location over Shell Muskeg/Jackpine (light blue points in

Figure 16. S15a). Note that Figure 16c . 13 suggests that background OA levels once again seem
to be under-estimated in both simulations.
4.0 Discussion
In summary, tThe improvement in model PM1 OA bias due to the use of the revised emissions
is encouraging; however, the decrease in correlation coefficient suggests that the spatial
allocation of PM1 emissions may need further refinement. or The remaining negative bias
suggests that other important processes may be missing or under-represented in the model. Three
recommendations emerge from recent and current work:The under-prediction in background OA
was a general finding from the study; the cause is believed to be due to underestimated biogenic
SOA, due to the lumping of biogenic monoterpene emissions into the anthropogenic ALKE
model species in the model’s gas-phase mechanism, and the lack of speciated representation of
other biogenic SOA precursors such as sesquiterpenes. Biogenic SOA mass yield stoichiometric
coefficients, based on more recent chamber experiments that consider vapor wall loss, should
also be used for future modeling. Future aircraft observations should include a biogenic emission
closure flight, where the aircraft flies a box pattern over a boreal forest location where the tree
speciation is uniform and observed and modeled surface emission fluxes are then compared.
4.1 SOA Formation from Fugative IVOC Emissions
Recent publications also suggest that fugitive intermediate volatile organic (IVOC) emissions
from the OS open-pit mines are needed to represent SOA formation downwind of the OS region
(Liggio et al., 2016). In our emissions revision, only a small portion of the IVOCs (dodecane
C12) were added and lumped placed into the long-chain ALKA lumped species. IVOC species
with carbon number ≥13 were not measured by the Li et al., (2017) aircraft study and thus we do
not have revised IVOC emissions included in this work. Furthermore, tThe ALKA lumped
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model VOC species has an SOA yield more representative of a lower molecular-weight range,
and the yield is known to increase with increasing carbon number, so the dodecane contribution
would be underestimated. Work is currently underway with GEM-MACH to implement a
Volatility Basis Set (VBS) approach to SOA formation. The VBS approach will more adequately
represent the intermediate and semi-volatile volatility range and chemical aging of this lower
volatility compounds (Robinson et al., 2006). Future work will measure IVOC emissions using
box flights around the oil sand facilities and open-pit mines. This will remove current
uncertainties in models and help improve the negative bias in plumes. Implementing the VBS
scheme will also enable the PM emissions used here (in both data sets) to be distributed into
volatility bins.
Also, while the measurement-derived emissions are missing the IVOCs, the measurementderived POA emissions may contain some gaseous VOCs, IVOCs and SVOC species that react
quickly and in one oxidation step yield products that condense onto particles. This rapid SOA
mass produced would be measured by the box flights and, at least partially, accounted for in the
updated OA emissions; however labeled here as POA instead of fresh SOA. Furthermore, there
is the potential for double counting if some of the very reactive gaseous precursors react to form
SOA and this is accounted for in the measured POA. In this paper, we have tried to minimize this
effect by examining the model performance in the “near field” from emission flights close to
facilities. This will be the topic of future box modelling work with the new 2018 measurementderived IVOC and SVOC emissions to determine how much of the measurement-derived POA is
derived from the fugitive open-pit mining IVOC and SVOC emissions and their rapid particle
formation.
4.2 Background Organic Aerosol Levels

The under-prediction in background OA was a general finding from the study; the cause is
believed to be due to underestimated biogenic SOA, due to the lumping of biogenic monoterpene
emissions into the anthropogenic ALKE model species in the model’s gas-phase mechanism, and
the lack of speciated representation of other biogenic SOA precursors such as sesquiterpenes.
Future work will update the biogenic SOA yield coefficients in the VBS approach using recent
smog chamber results which account for gas-phase loss of organic species to chamber walls (Ma
et al., 2017).
4.3 Spatial Allocation of Emissions
Future field studies should also focus on improving within-facility spatial allocation. For
example, within-facility data such as the GPS location of the mining trucks would be helpful to
derive their activity diurnal profiles and to improve trucktheir emission spatial allocation within
a facility. The GPS data would also be useful to define the location of freshly excavated open-pit
mines within a facility.
4) Conclusions
Overall, the weight of evidence suggests that the top-down emission estimation technique
applied torevised aircraft-measurement-derived organic emissions for the OS surface mining
facilities helps to better constrain reported facility-total organic emissions for fugitive sources, as
shown by improved model results when the revised emissions are employed. We note that
emissions from these sources are a challenge to calculate in bottom-up inventories due to the
potential for fugitive emissions. For the mono- and multi-substituted aromatics (TOLU and
AROM), the emission rates from facilities were more fine adjustments, as some facility totals
went up and some went down and the overall biases compared to observations improved for
AROM but degraded for TOLU. However, the model’s ability to predict very high aromatic
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concentrations in plumes improved with the revised emissions, as shown by the 99th percentile
statistic and the case studies.
For the long-chain ALKA species, the revised emissions may have over-corrected, on
average, as shown by the increase in mean bias for the entire aircraft data set. However, the
correlation coefficient did improve significantly for the long-chain alkane predictions, suggesting
the combination of alkane emission increases for some facilities and decreases for others helped
to improve the spatial distribution of ALKA emissions. The results for some facilities suggest
that further improvement could be achieved by putting more emissions at extraction processing
plant locations (i.e., adjusting within-facility spatial allocation). Interestingly, the alkane
emission increases, derived from aircraft data, were associated with the facilities that use
paraffinic solvents for bitumen extraction (Shell Muskeg/Jackpine and Syncrude Aurora North;
Li et al., 2017). Overall, the predictions of alkanes in high concentration plumes improved with
the revised emission data set, as shown by the 99th percentile statistic.
For PM1 organic aerosol, the revised emissions improved the mean bias for predictions;
however, a negative bias still exists and theis improvement was associated with a decrease in
correlation coefficient. The increase in predicted PM1 OA concentration was largely due to the
increase in POA emissions in the revised emissions input files. The POA emissions increased
because of a combination of larger aircraft-measurement-derived PM1 emissions and the revised
ground-observed PM speciation profile having a larger POA fraction. The increase in PM1 POA
emissions were largely allocated spatially to stack locations and this allocation may be a key
factor in the degradation of the correlation coefficient, especially if the fine OA originates from
mine-face fugitive emissions. Future work should focus on improving within-facility spatial
allocation of emissions. The remaining negative bias in plumes likely stems from missing IVOC
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emissions in both the emission data sets used here, as suggested by Liggio et al. (2015). Ongoing
field work to measure the IVOC emissions using aircraft box flights is underway in a new
measurement 2018 intensive. Upcoming modelling work with GEM-MACH will include the
VBS approach to better represent lower volatility compounds.
A portion of this aircraft-measurement-derived POA emission increase could stem from rapid
SOA formation in the interior of the aircraft flight boxes. It was recently discovered that IVOC
SOA formation can be important in OA formation downwind of the OS surface mining region
and the IVOC emissions came from open-pit mine fugitive emissions. GEM-MACH does not
currently include the IVOC emissions from open-pit mines, as the estimation of the IVOC
emission rate and SOA aging rate are the subject of ongoing Lagrangian box model studies.
Furthermore, the increase in PM1 POA emissions were largely allocated spatially to stack
locations and this allocation may be a key factor in the degradation of the correlation coefficient,
especially if the fine OA originates from mine-face fugitive emissions. Future work should
focus on improving within-facility spatial allocation of emissions.
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Table 1. Facility total emission rates for three lumped organic species and PM2.5 calculated
with the bottom-up, base case inventory, CEMA facility-specific VOC profiles (labeled
Base Case) and the top-down measurement-derived rates (labeled Revised Emission case,
scaled to tonnes/year for VOCs or tonnes/Aug&Sept for PM2.5). Emission rate
increase/decrease of more than ±500 tonnes compared to base case is shown in red/blue.
Suncor – M/S
Syncrude - ML
Shell – MR/J
CNRL - Horizon
Species
Base
Revised Base
Revised Base
Revised Base
Revised
Case
Case
Case
Case
486
1112
806
1539
6.8
72
135
393
MonoSubstituted
Aromatics
(TOLU)
1457
1569
5273
1696
746
88
1125
500
MultiSubstituted
Aromatics
(AROM)
13488
12348 10022
1690
14384
2651
23779
Long Chain 5636
Alkanes
(ALKA)
1251
2537*
1021
3648*
459
2423*
402
1015*
Particulate
Matter
(PM2.5)
* based on 2-month emission (Aug&Sept) rather than based on annual estimate (Zhang et al.,
2018)
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Table 2. Facility-specific VOC speciation profiles (mass fractions) applied to the surface
mining facilities in the Athabasca oil sands region compared to standard speciation profiles
for Canadian and U.S. petrochemical oil refineries (in ADOM-II chemical speciation). Data
are based on Zhang et al. (2018) and references therein. All four profiles are used in the
base case simulation.
Species
Shell M/J,
Syncrude ML, CEPS Database
SPECIATE
Syncrude AN,
Suncor,
Standard
Database
Imperial Kearl CNRL
Profile #9012
Standard Profile
Base Case
Base Case
For Oil
#0316
Plant Profile
Plant Profile
Refineries in
For Oil
(CEMA)
(CEMA)
Base Case
Refineries in
Base Case
EC38 (Propane,
Benzene,
0.0
0.0
0.247
0.176
Acetylene)
EA3 (Alkane
≥C4)

0.90

0.71

0.623

0.781

EA2 (Alkene
≥C3)

0.007

0.069

0.031

0.002

ETOL (Toluene
and other
0.001
0.057
0.005
0.008
monoaromatics)
EARO (Multifunctional
0.0003
0.099
0.003
0.003
aromatics)
EHCO
0.00001
0.0003
0.110
0.0
(Formaldehyde)
Columns do not add up to unity due to “unaccounted for” or “unassigned species” and/or due to
consideration of reactivity weighting for the ADOM-II mechanism.
Refinery Profile #9012 is a profile from the Canadian Emissions Processing System (Moran,
M.D., M.T. Scholtz, C.F. Slama, A. Dorkalam, A. Taylor, N.S. Ting, D. Davies, P.A. Makar, S.
Venkatesh, An Overview of CEPS1.0: Version 1.0 of the Canadian Emissions Processing
System for Regional-Scale Air Quality Models. In Proc. 7th AWMA Emission Inventory Symp.,
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, Air & Waste Management Association, Pittsburgh, Oct.
28-30, 1997.)
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Table 31. Statistical scores from the model simulations with revised and base case
emissions; all statistics are relative to observations.
Lumped
Simulation
Mean
RMSE Slope
Y-intercept Correlation
Species
Bias
(ppbv)
(ppbv)
Coefficient,
(ppbv)
R
TOLU
Base Case
0.217
-0.041
0.277
0.063
0.32
Revised Emissions
0.049
0.386
0.125
0.31
0.426
AROM
Base Case
0.152
0.435
0.154
0.957
0.41
Revised Emissions
0.383
0.37
0.044
0.227
0.083
ALKA
Base Case
0.24
-0.123
5.556
0.378
2.028
Revised Emissions
1.98
6.403
0.335
4.097
0.34
OA
Base Case
-2.79
3.866
0.186
0.252
0.59
Revised Emissions
0.273
0.49
-2.37
3.632
0.292
RMSE is the root mean square error. Y-intercept corresponds to the model intercept of a model
vs observation correlation plot. Mean bias is the model-observation mean score. The better score
for a given pair of statistics is shown in bold-face font.

Figure 1. The background image is the nested domain, at 2.5-km grid spacing, covering all of
Alberta and Saskatchewan and encompassing the Athabasca Oil Sand study region (white box).
The model field shown is for the lumped toluene species (TOLU) mass mixing ratio (µg/kg air).
The inserted image on the right is the TOLU emission map (g/s/grid cell) for the Oil Sands study
region at the same hour as mixing ratio image on the left. The Oil Sand facility’s names are
listed in white labels.

99th = 1.26
50th = 0.061

99th = 1.91
50th = 0.038

99th = 0.93
50th = 0.019

Figure 2abc. Histograms for (a) observed TOLU, (b) revised-emissions TOLU, and (c) base-caseemissions TOLU volume mixing ratios (ppbv). Points correspond to 10-sec averaged aircraft and
model data, sorted into 20 bins by volume mixing ratio. The inset boxes show the 50th and 99th
percentile values for each histogram.

Figure 3ab. Flight track of the aircraft on Aug. 14, 2013 around the Syncrude Mildred Lake facility
color-coded by the difference in TOLU volume mixing ratio (pptv) between the revised-emissions
and the base-case simulations. The modelled wind barbs at the time of the maximum difference (16
UTC) are included in the background map. Panel b is the time series of observed and modelpredicted TOLU volume mixing ratios for the flight on Aug. 14, 2013. The highest magnitude
points correspond to a location north of the facility sampled at 3 different altitudes.

Figure 4. TOLU volume-mixing-ratio time series for a flight on Aug. 23, 2013 over the Suncor
Millennium/Steepbank facility, just east of the Athabasca River, on a survey pattern.

99th = 0.761
50th = 0.018

99th = 1.004
50th = 0.024

99th = 2.302
50th = 0.047

Figure 5. Histograms for (a) observed AROM, (b) revised-emissions AROM, and (c) base model AROM
volume mixing ratios (ppbv). Points correspond to 10-sec averaged aircraft and model data, sorted into
th
th
20 bins by volume mixing ratio. The inset boxes show the 50 and 99 percentile values for each
histogram.

Figure 6. Flight track of the aircraft on Aug. 23, 2013 over all six OS surface mines color-coded by
the difference in predicted AROM volume mixing ratio (pptv) between the revised-emissions and
the base-case simulations. The modelled wind barbs at the time of the maximum difference (21
UTC) are included in the background map.

Figure 7ab. Time series of observed and model-predicted AROM volume mixing ratios for the
Aug. 23 survey flight. The mixing-ratio peaks in panel A are over the Syncrude Mildred Lake
facility (7:30-7:45 p.m. UTC). The 2nd peak in panel B is over the Suncor Millennium/Steepbank
facility (9:37 p.m. UTC).

Figure 8ab. The top panel is the flight track of the aircraft on Sept. 3, 2013 over the Syncrude Mildred
Lake facility color-coded by the difference in predicted AROM volume mixing ratio (pptv) between
the revised-emissions and the base-case simulations. The modelled wind barbs at the time of the

maximum difference (22 UTC) are included in the background map. The bottom panel is the AROM
volume-mixing-ratio time series for the Sept. 3 flight around and over the Syncrude Mildred
Lake facility.

99th = 29.9

99th = 24.6

99th = 18.0

Figure 9. Histograms for (a) observed ALKA, (b) revised-emissions ALKA, and (c) base-case emissions
ALKA volume mixing ratios (ppbv). Points correspond to canister grab samples and model data,
sorted into 20 bins by mixing ratio. The inset boxes show the 99th percentile value for each
histogram.

Figure 10ab. Flight track of the aircraft on Aug. 26, 2013 over the CNRL Horizon facility color-coded
by the difference in predicted ALKA volume mixing ratio (pptv) between the revised-emissions and
the base-case simulations. The modelled wind barbs at the time of the maximum difference (20
UTC) are included in the background map. The second panel is the ALKA volume-mixing-ratio
time series for the Aug. 26 flight around the CNRL Horizon facility.

99th = 13.4
50th = 2.8

99th = 9.3
50th = 0.84

99th = 4.9
50th = 0.70

Figure 11. Histograms for (a) observed organic aerosol (OA), (b) revised-emissions OA, and (c) basecase emissions OA concentrations (µg/m3). Points correspond to 10-sec averaged aircraft and model
data. The inset boxes show the 50th and 99th percentile values for each histogram.

Figure 12ab. Organic aerosol model bias as a function of observed black carbon aerosol. The
bottom panel is an enlargement of the upper panel showing only the data points for observed
BC>0.8 µg/m3. The model results for the base-case emissions run are plotted in blue and points
in red correspond to the revised-emissions run. The data plotted is for all the aircraft flights.

Aug 16
Aug 23
Sept 3

Aug 16
Aug 21

Figure 13. Difference in predicted POA concentrations between revised-emissions and basecase runs plotted as a function of the difference in predicted total OA concentration between
the revised-emissions and base-case runs for all flights. Points along the 1:1 line show a
difference solely from POA emission changes. Points below the 1:1 line show enhanced SOA
formation.

Figure 14abc. Flight track of the aircraft on Aug. 21, 2013 over the Shell Muskeg/Jackpine facility
color-coded by the difference in predicted (a) POA concentration (µg/m3) and (b) SOA
concentration between the revised-emissions and the base-case-emissions simulations. The bottom
panel is the time series for PM1 organic aerosol concentration (µg/m3) for the flight on August
21 crossing over the Syncrude Mildred Lake facility and then circling around the Shell
Muskeg/Jackpine facility.

Figure 15ab. Flight track of the aircraft on Sept. 3, 2013 over the Syncrude Mildred Lake facility
color-coded by the difference in predicted organic aerosol (OA) concentration (µg/m3) between the
revised-emissions and the base-case-emissions simulations. The bottom panel is the time series
for PM1 organic aerosol concentration (µg/m3) for the Sept. 3 flight over and around the
Syncrude Mildred Lake facility.

Figure 16abc. Flight track of the aircraft on Aug. 23, 2013 over all six OS surface mines color-coded
by the difference in predicted (a) POA concentration (µg/m3) and (b) SOA concentration between
the revised-emissions and the base-case-emissions simulations. The bottom panel is the time
series for PM1 organic aerosol concentration (µg/m3) for the Aug. 23 survey flight.
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Figure S1. (a) Difference in lumped TOLU emissions (revised-base case) in units of grams/sec for
each 2.5-km x 2.5-km grid cell; (b) relative difference calculated as (revised–base)/base.

Figure S2. (a) Difference in AROM emissions (revised-base case) in units of grams/sec for a selected
date and time; (b) relative difference calculated as (revised–base)/base. Large negative changes are
noted over the Syncrude Mildred Lake facility.

Figure S3. (a) Difference in lumped ALKA emissions (revised-base case) in units of grams/sec for
each 2.5-km x 2.5-km grid cell; (b) relative difference calculated as (revised–base)/base.

Figure S4. (a) Difference in primary organic aerosol (POA) emissions (revised-base case) in units of
grams/sec for each 2.5-km x 2.5-km grid cell; (b) relative difference calculated as (revised–
base)/base.

